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Get your sugar rush in Sweetania
Unlimited by Swintt

Software provider’s delicious new slot provides a candy land of Free Spins and sweet
wins
Swintt, the sought-after software provider behind recent smash hits like Bloxx Fruit and
Book Of The East is back with another tasty offering in the form of Sweetania Unlimited
– a sugary new slot that comes frosted with fun features.
From the moment players open up the game, they’ll be transported to a candy land
filled with sweet treats. Action takes place on a 5x3 reel matrix that’s framed by peach
pink skies and giant candy canes, with unique symbols on the reels including lollypops,
toffees, cupcakes and a smiling girl.
This adorable little candy-picker is the game’s highest-value symbol and triggers a win
multiplier of 1,000x players’ bet when five appear on any of the slot’s five paylines. On
top of that, the other key symbol to look out for is the frosted cupcake, which is both
the game’s scatter and substitute wild.
Landing just one of these irresistible looking icons can help players complete winning
paylines as it fills in for any regular base game symbol, but if they’re are lucky enough
to hit three in a single spin, they’ll also trigger the game’s Free Spin bonus, which also
includes a sweet expanding symbol feature.
Should this happen, players will initially be awarded 10 Free Spins as a random lucky
symbol is chosen to expand. Whenever this icon appears during the feature, it will
stretch to fill the entire reel, completing additional paylines and creating more win
combinations. That, however, is just the appetiser – with the main course arriving when
players land additional scatters during Free Spins.

For every cupcake they collect during the bonus round, players will receive one
additional Free Spin, while landing three at once will re-trigger the feature, resulting in
10 more Free Spins and another lucky symbol being selected. In this manner, it’s
possible to transform all nine of the regular base game icons into expanding symbols,
with this helping players to the slot’s top multiplier of 5,000x their bet.
All in all, this makes Sweetania Unlimited a delicious new addition to the Swintt
catalogue that treats players to easy-to-access bonus time and plenty of big wins. Now
available at a number of leading casinos, the game is sure to be a hit with any sweettoothed slot fans.
David Mann, Chief Commercial Officer at Swintt, said: “With its sugar-filled theme and
delicious Free Spins feature, Sweetania Unlimited is certain to be the cherry on top of
the cake in Swintt’s November game offering. The slot’s main bonus round hits
frequently and provides plenty of winning potential, meaning sweet payouts of up to
5,000x your bet are only ever a few spins away.”
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About Swintt
Swintt is the rapidly growing game provider focused on delivering proven, specialist
content to help operators grow in their chosen markets. Armed with a diverse slot
portfolio, localised games popular in key markets, a top-quality live dealer product and
powerful gamification tools, Swintt's expanding range of products cater for player
tastes, market trends and enable growth opportunities for online casino operator.
For more information about Swintt visit: www.swintt.com

